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1 Introduction

• Pluralia tantum are nouns which have only a plural form: e.g. trousers, scissors, glasses in English.

• Corbett (2019) presents a brief typology of plurale tantum nouns across languages, proposing three
distinct types of plurale tantum:

– (morphology = syntax) 6= semantics:
Plural morphology with plural agreement, but inclusive plural semantics (includes singulari-
ties).

(1) Püksi-d
trousers-PL.NOM

sa-i-d
get-PST-3PL

musta-ks.
black-TRANS

‘The trousers got dirty (= 1 or more pairs).’ Estonian

– morphology 6= (syntax = semantics):
Plural morphology, but variable singular-plural agreement depending on the semantic interpre-
tation.

(2) a. Howziri
this.I.PL.ABS

xex-bi
child-PL.ABS

b-ik’i-s.
I.PL-go-PST.WIT

‘These children went.’
b. Howdu

this.II/III/IV.SG.ABS
xex-bi
child-PL.ABS

b-ik’i-s.
III.SG-go-PST.WIT

‘This child went.’ Tsez (Corbett 2019: 57)

– morphology 6= syntax 6= semantics:
Morphologically uniflected noun, which takes plural agreement and has an inclusive plural se-
mantics.

(3) v
in

ser-yx
grey-PL.LOC

galife.∅
riding.breeches

‘in grey riding breeches’ Russian (Corbett 2019: 60)

• In this talk, we only focus on the first type of pluralia tantum, which are by far the most common, and
indeed the only type found systematically in our typology1.

• The second and third types are largely absent in our typology, thus we exclude them from further
discussion.

1We have been surveying pluralia tantum in Arabic, Bulgarian, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Slovenian, Spanish, and Tsez.
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2 Pluralia tantum as ordinary plurals

• Prima facie, it seems that pluralia tantum are an unusual phenomenon, distinct from ordinary plurals.
Corbett (2019) assumes that they systematically display a morphology6=semantics mismatch.

• We argue for the exact opposite: pluralia tantum are exactly what is says on the tin.

−→ Pluralia tantum are ordinary plurals , which simply happen to lack a singular counterpart.

• From this foundational idea, expanded in §2.1, we explore two challenges to our conjecture:

1. Inclusivity.
Unlike ordinary plurals, pluralia tantum seem to always have an inclusive interpretation. See §3.

2. Countability.
Unlike ordinary plurals, pluralia tantum often seem to resist occurring with a numeral. See §4.

2.1 Pluralia tantum behave like plurals

• To begin with, we can demonstrate that pluralia tantum largely behave like ordinary count nouns.

• We can employ various tests to demonstrate this:

– Pluralia tantum are compatible with the complex count quantifier how many.

(4) a. How many trousers did you buy?
b. How many glasses do we have in stock? English

(5) Quant-i
how.many-MPL

pantalon-i
trouser.M-PL

hai
have.2SG

compra-to?
buy-PTCP

‘How many trousers did you buy?’ Italian

– They are compatible with the quantifier both.

(6) a. Both trousers have a red stripe.
b. You’ll find that both scissors are left-handed. English

(7) Ambedue
both

i
the.MPL

pantalon-i
trouser.M-PL

sono
be.3PL

sporch-i.
dirty-MPL

‘Both (pairs of) trousers are dirty.’ Italian

– They are compatible with quantifiers that are only acceptable with count plurals, such as English
many, several (albeit preferably under a type-reading) and Italian diversi ‘various/several’, certi
‘certain/some’.

(8) a. Several trousers have a front zipper.
b. Many glasses are bifocal. English

(9) a. Ho
have.1SG

compra-to
buy-PTCP

divers-i
various-MPL

pantalon-i.
trouser.M-PL

‘I bought various (pairs of) trousers.’
b. Ho

have.1SG
compra-to
buy-PTCP

alcun-i
some-MPL

/ cert-i
certain-MPL

pantalon-i.
trouser.M-PL

‘I bought some (pairs of) trousers.’ Italian

– They have a plural reading when they appear in more X than statements, not a mass reading.

(10) a. Mary has more trousers than John.
= Mary has more pairs of trousers than John does.
6= Mary has bigger trousers/more trouser-material than John. English
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(11) Alice
Alice

ha
have.3SG

più
more

pantalon-i
trouser.M-PL

di
of

Beatrice
Beatrice

‘Alice has more (pairs of) trousers than Beatrice.’ Italian

• We conclude that treating pluralia tantum as real plurals is prima facie promising. We now move onto
the two biggest challenges: inclusivity and countability.

3 Inclusivity

• Unlike ordinary plurals, pluralia tantum do not display an exclusive plural interpretation in upward
entailing contexts.

(12) a. The trousers are on the chair. (= 1 or more singularities, inclusive)
b. The apples are on the table. (= 2 or more singularities, exclusive)

(13) a. John bought some scissors at the shops. inclusive
b. John bought some pencils at the shops. exclusive

(14) Estonian
a. Kääri-d

scissors-PL.NOM
olid
are.PST.3PL

laual.
table.ADE

‘The scissors were on the table.’ inclusive
b. Raamat-ud

book-PL.NOM
olid
are.PST.3PL

laual.
table.ADE

‘The books were on the table.’ exclusive

(15) Italian
a. I

the.MPL
pantalon-i
trouser.M-PL

sono
be.3PL

su-lla
on-the.FSG

sedia.
chair.FSG

‘The trousers are on the table.’ inclusive
b. I

the.MPL
pomodor-i
tomato.M-PL

sono
be.3PL

su-lla
on-the.FSG

sedia.
chair.FSG

‘The tomatoes are on the table.’ exclusive

• Note that, for both trousers and tomatoes, we can check what the relevant singularities are by inserting
them in the frame one of my :

(16) a. one of my trousers
(singularity = one pair)

b. one of my tomatoes
(singularity = one fruit)

• We propose that morphological plurals always have an inclusive plural denotation. Exclusive plural
interpretations arise due to Gricean implicature (e.g. Sauerland 2003, Borer 2005, Zweig 2009 a.o.,
contra Harbour 2014, Martı́ to appear).

• Under Grice’s conversational maxims2, the hearer assumes our statements to be maximally informa-
tive, in particular:

(17) Grice’s Maxim of Quantity
“Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes of the ex-
change).” Grice (1991:26)

• For ordinary plurals, there exists a singular form, used when referring to a singularity. Exclusive
plural interpretations arise due to pragmatic competition with a singular form.

2See also the STRONGEST MEANING HYPOTHESIS (Dalrymple et al. 1998, Farkas and de Swart 2010) for similar way to generate
exclusive plurality, using entailment.
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(18) I bought some tomatoes. ←− pragmatic competition −→ I bought a/one tomato.

• Using the plural form in upward entailing contexts generates the implicature that we are referring
to pluralities only: if the speaker meant to refer to singularities, the singular form would have been
more informative.

• Pluralia tantum have no distinct singular form, thus this competition becomes impossible. Given this,
plurale tantum nouns can only be interpreted as inclusive plurals across the board.

(19) I bought some trousers. ←− pragmatic competition −→ *I bought a/one trouser.

4 Countability

• Unlike ordinary plurals, pluralia tantum are often degraded when they occur with a numeral.

(20) English
a. ??three trousers, ??four scissors, . . .

b. three pairs of trousers, four pairs of
scissors, . . .

(21) Greek
a. ??trı́a

three
Gialiá
glass-PL

b. trı́a
three

zevGári-a
pair-PL

Gialiá
glass-PL

‘three pairs of glasses’

• There are many languages, however, where the equivalents of (20-a) and (21-a) are completely accept-
able: cf. Finnish (22), Russian (23), Polish (24), and Spanish (25).

• Interesting, in all of these languages the equivalent of English *one trouser(s) is fully grammatical.

(22) Finnish
a. yhde-t

one-PL .NOM
hää-t,
wedding-PL .NOM,

yhde-t
one-PL .NOM,

sakse-t,
scissor-PL .NOM

. . .

‘one wedding, one pair of scissors, . . . ’
b. kolme-t

three-PL .NOM
hää-t,
wedding-PL .NOM,

kolme-t
three-PL .NOM,

sakse-t,
scissor-PL .NOM

. . .

‘three weddings, three pairs of scissors, . . . ’

(23) Russian
a. odn-i

one-PL .NOM
san-i
sledge-PL .NOM

‘one sledge’
b. dvo-e

two.COLL-NOM
san-ej
sledge-PL .GEN

‘two sledges’ (Corbett 2018:92-93)3

(24) Polish
a. W

in
dom-u
house-SG .LOC

mamy
have.1PL

tylko
only

jedn-e
one-FPL .ACC

nożyczk-i.
scissor-FPL .ACC

‘We have only one pair of scissors at home.’ (Sadowska 2012:492)
b. dwoj-e

two.COLL-NOM
drzwi,
door.PL .GEN

troj-e
three.COLL-NOM

spodni,
trouser.PL .GEN

. . .

‘two doors, three pairs of trousers, . . . ’ (Sadowska 2012:504)

(25) Spanish

3But Pesetsky (2013) notes that pluralia tantum can also be counted with “ordinary” cardinal numerals.
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a. un-o-s
one-M-PL

pantalone-s,
trouser.M-PL

un-a-s
one-F-PL

tijera-s,
scissor.F-PL

. . .

‘one pair of trousers, one pair of scissors, . . . ’
b. tres

three
pantalone-s,
trouser.M-PL

tres
three

tijera-s,
scissor.F-PL

. . .

‘three pairs of trousers, three pairs of scissors, . . . ’

• We propose the following solution to the countability problem:

– Counting units are not syntactically or semantically encoded, but are established pragmatically
in usage for each individual noun.

– Some nouns (e.g. scissors, trousers, glasses) may have two competing counting units.
– For any noun N with competing counting units, in the absence of acceptable strings of the form

one N, it is not possible to establish which of the two competing units is relevant for counting
with numerals.

• Evidence for the existence of competing counting units and for their pragmatic flexibility:

(26) Paradox 1
a. Logically, a pair of Xs = a couple/duo/dyad of Xs.

However:
b. a pair of trousers 6= a duo/dyad of trousers English
c. un

a.MSG
paio
pair.MSG

di
of

pantalon-i
trouser.M-PL

6= un-a
a-FSG

coppia
couple.FSG

di
of

pantalon-i
trouser.M-PL

‘a pairs of trousers 6= a couple of (pairs of) trousers’ Italian

(27) Paradox 2
a. Logically, you need 0.5 Xs / half an X four times to form a pair of Xs.

However:

b. (?) 0.5 scissors
(one blade)

c. a pair of scissors
(set of two blades) English

d. xatsi
half

mixnasayim
trouser.DU

‘half a pair of trousers’

e. zug
pair

mixnasayim
trouser.DU

‘a pair of trousers’ Hebrew

(28) Ambiguity 1

a. CONTEXT: I own several pairs of headphones, one for each colour. I am rummaging
through my drawers:
I think I have lost one of my headphones. −→ Counting unit: pair of headphones

b. CONTEXT: I am wearing a pair of headphones to try and listen to some music:
I think one of my headphones is not working well. −→ Counting unit: earpiece

(29) Ambiguity 2

a. CONTEXT: I have been arrested. I ask for my handcuffs to be loosened. The policeman
loosens only one cuff. I complain:
Both handcuffs are too tight! −→ Counting unit: individual cuff

b. CONTEXT: Two pairs of handcuffs have stopped working properly. At the police station,
a policeman instructs:
(?) Both handcuffs need to be thrown away. −→ Counting unit: pair of handcuffs

• We predict that pluralia tantum that do not come with competing counting units should be acceptable
even in languages such as English and Greek, which generally prohibit counting pluralia tantum:
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(30) Greek
a. trı́a

three
??(zevGári-a)
??(pair-PL

Gialiá
glass-PL

‘three pairs of glasses’
b. Éx-i

have-3SG
trı́a
three

DióDi-a
toll-PL

sto
at

Drómo.
road

‘There are three toll gates on the
road.’

(31) English
a. I bought those three ??(pairs of) glasses.

b. Those three premises will be demolished.

5 Conclusion

• We have argued that pluralia tantum are ordinary plural nouns, and should not be considered an
instance of morphology6=semantics mismatch (contra Corbett 2019).

• We speculate that the primary peculiarity of pluralia tantum is the morphophonological requirement
that they should be bound, with extra phonological material to support them:

– a plural marker: English trouser*(-s), Finnish kasvo*(-t) (face-PL .NOM) ‘face’.

– compound formation: English trouser(*-s) leg, Finnish kasvo-kuva (face-image) ‘portrait’.

• This is in line with the idea that PF is the domain of idiosyncrasies (cf. Borer 2013, Richards 2016).

• Additionally, our analysis offers strong support for the idea that plurals are always inclusive (Borer
2005, Sauerland 2003, Sauerland et al. 2005, pace Harbour 2014, et seq.).
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